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Summary 
The unstable motion of a bunched beam consists of 
rigid-bunch (dipole) and higher bunch-shape oscillations 
of the individual bunches (Individual-bunch modes), plus 
perhaps coupled motion of the different bunches 
(coupled-bunch modes). Stability is achieved either by 
decoupling the bunches or by a spread in synchrotron 
frequencies within a bunch. A stability criterion ana- 
logous to the Keil-Schnell criterion' for coasting beams 
is given which includes the effect of a beam interacting 
with perfectly conducting walls, resistive walls, and 
resonant structures. Some examples for the CERN accel- 
erators are included. 
Introduction 
Most previous work has concentrated on rigid-bunch 
motion, driven by resonant elements in the vacuum cham- 
ber, cavities, or the wall resistance. 2-9 However, the 
higher modes can also be excited.'0-12 For example, a 
resonator of sufficiently high frequency that one or 
more oscillations occur during the passage of a bunch 
will excite primarily the higher modes. Also, the 
space-charge force depends on the variation of the line 
density within a bunch, and therefore increases with 
mode number. On the other hand, the resistive-wall wake 
decays relatively Little over one bunch and is insensi- 
tive to the density variations of the higher modes; it 
drives mostly the rigid-bunch mode, as in the transverse 
case. 
This paper presents a general and hopefully easy to 
use stability criterion for the higher modes of oscilLa- 








coherent frequency shifts A~J! 
decoupling criterion 
stability criterion. 
The derivations are given in another paper,13 and 
the results are presented here. 
Classification OF modes 
For bunched beams, the dominate force is the exter- 
nal synchrotron force, and the particIe motion is 
approximtely circulnr in t!:e normalized z - 2/!~,, phase 
plane (Fig. 1). An exactly circular distribution go(r) 
is stationary, while small oscillations about the 
stationary distribution have the form 
2(r,,t,tj = bcrj e-ia4 .-izt 
ad ohcillate with t!xe frequency 
(1) 
'*I = mws + ?L,m ) (2) 
where t-s i. 
pole mo<le?: 
tile synchrotron frequency, and m = 1 for di- 
m = 2 for quadrupole modes, etc. If Eq. (1) 
is inserted into the linearized Vlasov equation, an in- 
tcbgrsl cqu;ltion results for the radial mode patterns 
h(r) and the coherent frequency shifts :?i~~. For the 
case:; considered here, and probably in general, the 
solutions have the form 
provided frequency spreads are neglected. A few of the 
low-order oscillation modes are sketched in Fig. 1. 
In addition, coupled motion of the different bun- 
ches occurs if their oscillation frequencies are nearly 
equal. For M identical bunches, there are M coupled- 
bunch modes of oscillation. These are designated by the 
index n, which specifies the phase difference 2rn/M 
between adjacent bunches. 
Notice that two indices are necessary to describe 
the complete oscillation: m specifies the type of 
oscillation the individual bunches are undergoing, while 
n describes how these individual-bunch modes are linked 
together in the larger coupled-bunch pattern. This con- 
vention for the indices m and n will be observed in the 
following. 
Given the shape of the modes and the beam-equipment 
coupling impedance Z,,(w), a straightforward procedure 
exists for computing aUm.14 Results for perfectly con- 
ducting walls, resistive walls, and resonators are given 
in the next section. 
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Growth-rates in the absence of frequency spreads 
The growth-rate is 
1 -=Imh 
T m ' (4) 
and the motion is unstable if Im &m is positive. It is 
ronvenient to write the expressions for the frequency 
;i:ifts in the form 
(51 
where Z is a characteristic impedance for the inter- 
action in question; V is rhe peak sccelcrating voltage 
per turn; I+ ,s is the synchronous phase, with the con- 
vention that V cos OS is positive below transition and 
negative above. 
Perfectly conducting walls 
For a bunch with approximately 
density, 
Ly, = JI; CL:,, ) 
wilerr 
;,!I: 
SC ;i SC /I%; I 
- = r2.15: 
ir12 
7. 
‘Us v cos I$, hE’ . 
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and 
& = 1 + 1 In (vacuum chamber radius/beam radius). 
z,, is the usual locgitudinal coupling impedance for 
node k; zo = 377 ohl; I is the total current in M 
bunches ; h is the RF harmonic number (usually equal 
hl) ; B is the bunching factor (hunch length/bunch 
separation). 
to 
P:ote that the frequency shift kh is real, depends 
strongly on the bunching factor, and increases with the 
square r;ot of the mode number m. (The analogous fre- 
ccency shift for coasting beams increases linearly with 
-mie nmber. ) The square-root dependence on mode ncmber 
is characteristic for bunched beams, and is apparently 
?ue :o tke rm factor in the radial distribution (3), 
which constrains the motion more and more to the beam 
edge. 
Resistive walls 
The effect 01 a smooth rour,d vacuuii~ chamber on the 
dipole mode is 
au; 1 
- = 0.0134 (8) 
4 
where 
/Zskinl = 4 c 2 zc , 
J2 b 
and sc!b is the ratio of skin depth at the revolution 
frequency cco CO the vacuum chamber radius; Qs is the 
l;uaber of synchrotron zscillatisns per revolution, 
IQs = tis/w3; and G is a bunch function analogous to the 













Its :naximm real or imaginary part is about unity, and 
Tm C is positive if its nrgcment is less than one-half 
(Fi::. 2). Thus for single-bunch motion (M = 1, n = 0, 
‘iTId ; --* L/M), tile bunclles are unstable below transition 
and ~;takle abovv, nssumin,: that Qs i 'is. For coupled 
o:Ot,"n, about :~nlf tlLe node:, are unstable in ~11 cases. 
liuhinso,n3 has Eounil a similar result, except ,with s% 
instcdd of s% in i:q. (9). 1 thinii Eq. (Y) is correct, 
hllt in +ny case the: diiEcrence is uegligiSle. 
The frequency shifts for ti!r higher mode:; are 
estimated to hc ,Ibout 
A., brn ‘/> Bm b,(j) 1
where R is the bunching factor. 
Resonator 
We assume a cavity or resonant element character- 
ized by a shunt or parallel resistance R,, resonant 
frequency fres (or radian frequency ures), and quality 
factor Q. Transit tine factors are ignored. Then 
& 
m 
- = 0.159 
Rs I x 
&S 
- D Fn(L$) . 
v 130.5 cs Eh (10) 
F, is a forx factor that specifies tiie efficiency 
with which the resonator can drive a given mode. It 
depends on the phase change L$$ that occcrs during the 
p‘assnge of a bunch (see Fig. 3): 
c: 1 = :-.f res x bunch length in seconds. 
f Fn 
I.,] m-1 
A (c7 (radIansI 
Fig. 3 
The maximum value of F1 for tk.e dipole mode occurs xhen 
C$ 21 71 so that an approximately linear waveform acts on 
the bunch. Similarly, the quadrupole or breathing node 
is most efficiently driven when A$ is near 27, and so 
on for the higher modes. In general, mode m is most 
efficiently driven when the resonator frequency is 
f res = m fcrit, where 
f M fa =- crit 2B 
is the most efficient frequency for driving dipole 
nodes (fo is the revolution frequency in Hz). For 
these frequencies, 
mately l/A. 
the maximum value of Fm is approxi- 
The factor D in Eq. (10) depends on the sttenua- 
Litit1 em2 of the inducrd signal Letweeu ‘ouriciles, where 
N = 2a Slf * time between bunch centres 
A@ =- 
2QB 
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The maximum value of iD/ is about unity for narrow-band 
resonators, with little attenuation between bunches, 
and approaches zero for wide-band resonators (Fig. 4). 
?lcrYm~ banci, 71 << I: 
6f 
DI f - integer x fo - i df (11) res 
and the coupled-bunch mode n is excited when 
f,,, 2 integer x tifo ?I nf0 . 
iu’ide ba?d, * >> 1: 
D _ -23 e-’ e- 
“Tin/M 
sin (2Tf,,,/Mfo) , (12) 
and coupled-bunch modes near n = C?l/l, (phase difference 
between bunches of ?~/2) are most strongly excited. 
where 
Gcmral casg, city a: 




1 - ex+ 1 - exe i 
2r;i f 
xi = --y 
t 1 
ntres -a I 
fo 
Examples are shown in Fig. 5. 
f I Im DI 
(13) 
(p+$)M I (p+l PI 
p = .irbitrary integer 
___-_- hide-iad rq~.:oi~dm;e wit!> ditfnuLit ion C --‘) IJEtween -3”nctes 
- - -.- intermediate ;aje with attciwntian e-l between !~u:lCbeS 
n~.rrcm-b md re.st~na*ce with nc Jttcnuntian tetwcen bunciles 
Fig. 5 ‘irr 3 versus frequency fcr the hypothetical 
cdse of 10 3uncl:es (Y = 10) 
;n -11 cases, moJes n = 0 .Ind n = M/2 (if Y is 
even) are not excited. 8110, if the bunches are de- 
coupled from (one ,motl:er, the motion is stable because 
n = 0 for a single buucl1. (ActJally, the Flmlll phase 
chan;;c per revolution due to the synchrotron oscilla- 
titan results in a weak instal~ility for ncde n = 0, but 
tllis is negligible compared with t!lc other modes and 
!~a’; bt. en ::eg! ected liere .) 
Dfcaupl ing criterion 
The basic mcch~n ism for decoupling the hunches is 
;I :.prc.Cld in the irequencirs of the individu‘rl bunches. 
A rule-of-tln~mh for decoupling is that tllc r.m.s. 
.rpread in individlial bunch frequencies should r?xccc?d 
t tic. f ri,qticncy sliift ,‘lhn due to the coupling for>:e:16 
spread ; shift . (14) 
If a beam control system is acting, somewhat larger 
spreads are required.’ The spread may be induced ex- 
ternally by modulating the RF voltage, or may arise 
naturally from a difference CN in bunch populations. 
In the last case, a convenient criterion for decoupling 
is 
/In l?u ,,I[$] > I”yy T 
rrns 
(15) 
where the prime indicates that the space-charge shift 
(6) should be omitted (it does not contribute to the 
coupling). Since (AN/N),, is usually less than 58, (or 
a full spread of 20%), large space-charge shifts are 
required for decoupling. 
Stability criterion 
If within-bunch frequency spreads are taken into 
account, the following dispersion relation can be de- 












and A)m is the sum from all interactions, space charge, 
resistive wall, resonators, etc. We define S as the 
spread in his between centre and edge of the bunch (full 
spread) due to the non-linearity of the synchrotron 
force; it is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the 
bunching factor and the parameter i’ = sin Qs. 
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Fig. 6 
1:quation (16) specifics ihe stable regions in tile 
complex C.amlS pl.ane, and these are Tlotted in Fig. 7 
for t!le smooth distribution 
7’: (r) li: (1 - rz) ilij 
with zero slupc at tl!e beam edge. YoL13iiing tt:c rx.lmp?e 
of Keil and Sc’lnell’ for ,:oa.stin;: beam:;, iie ccln zppruxi- 
xatt the stnbjlity boundary :,y smisirclcs to ;ive 
4 s ,, - :’ ,,, 1 
YGi ci 
il:3j 
For stability. Thi:; i:; an,ilu;:oils to ti:c ct,a,ting-heam 
cri trrion 
(ft.11 1 :.,Rrrvad .it :>,~.;r) :. $ ‘,.k, 
for mode k. ‘The criterion (18) ha6 been derived pre- 
viously17 for the rigid-bunch mode (m = 1). 
827 
For space charge, ALL+,, increases as & and there- 
fore the threshold is the same for all modes, just as 
for coasting beams. For a resonator, A% decreases as 
l/A and therefore the higher modes require less fre- 
quency spread. Stated differently, m times more shunt 
resistance is required to excite mode m at its critical 
frequency mfcrit than is necessary to excite the dipole 
mode at its critical frequency. However, once the 
threshold is exceeded, either by the action of space 
charge or the resonator itself, the growth rates for 
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Fig. 7 Stability diagram. Regions to the left of 
the contour are stable for the indicated 
mode, regions to the right are unstable. 
Examples 
Some examples for the CERN machines are given in 
Table 1, including resonator shunt impedances necessary 
to drive dipole modes, namely 
% to reach threshold 
Rso for 50 msec growth time 
RIO for 10 msec growth time. 
These arc computed assuming that the quality factor is 
larger than l/(bunching factor) and that f,,, ^) fcrit, 
so that the form factors D and F in Eq. (10) are about 
unity. R, is determined by 
~ ,h i + ‘A,,>? 1 
SC 
clue to resncntcrl = - S , 
4 
and Rs0 by 
to give IAu; = 20 rad/sec , 
drc negligibie (Zskin "II 
'The resistive-w=111 growth rates 
1 to 10 1:), and are not includ- 
ed . 
PSB iBooster): Because of the large space-charge 
force, all modes are well outside the stable region 
during most of the acceleration cycle. Also, only small 
shunt resistances are required to drive dipole modes, 
70 Sz for 50 msec e-folding time and 350 $1 for 10 msec. 
On the other hand, it is unlikely that elements exist 
in the machine with such small resonant frequencies. 
One expects frequencies of 30 MHz and above, which will 
drive the dipole modes with reduced efficiency, or drive 
higher modes. To drive mod_e m = 4 with an e-folding 
time of 10 msec requires Jm X 350 = 700 C. Also the 
revolution frequency changes by a factor of 2.4 during 
the cycle so that many resonance regions 
f res/fs = integer are swept through. 
In fact, dipole and higher bunch-shape oscillations 
occur, but it is too early to decide if they are due to 
bugs in the RF system or to beam-equipment interactions. 
PS (19701: We concentrate on the region after 
transition when the revolution frequency is approxima- 
tely constant. With a constant accelerating voltage of 
115 kV, the RF bucket is large compared with the bunch, 
and the frequency spreads are insufficient to maintain 
stability. A strong dipole instability with growth time 
of 10 msec was observed when electrostatic septum tanks 
(2) were installed. One was measured (by H.H. lJmst;itter) 
and found to have Rs=18 M, f,,, ~60 to 90 MHz depend- 
ing on the position of the septa, and Q = 700. This was 
cured by means of damping resistors, but a slower dipole 
instability remained with growth times of about 50 msec. 
This is probably due to a parasitic resonance in the 
14 RF cavities with R, = 14 X 800 = 11.2 kfi. f,,, spread 
between 46 and 51 MHz, and Q = 20. The computed e- 
folding time of 28 msec using Eq. (10) and assuming a 
single resonant frequency of 48 MHz is in reasonable 
agreement with observation. More exact computations 
using the measured impedance curves and including the 
effect of the beam control system are reported in 
Refs. 6, 8, and 9. The present cure is to reduce the 
size of the bucket by voltage reduction. 
PS (1972): The threshold impedance increases from 
zero to 10 kG when the voltage is reduced until 852 of 
the bucket is filled. At present, no instabilities are 
observed. 
Future PS: At lOI particles, voltage reduction 
may not be sufficient, even allowing for a 50% increase 
in longitudinal emittance. 
considered.g 
A feedback system is being 
ISR: At present, the bucket is very large com- 
pared with the bunch, so frequency spreads are small and 
space charge is sufficient to move all modes outside the 
stable region. A relatively large impedance of 15 kR is 
required for a 50 msec growth time, but when this is 
divided by the coasting-beam mode number 
k = fres /fo = 97, we find 
RSo/k = 155 9 , 
which is in the range of possible impedances. This 
ratio is even smaller for the higher modes since R, 
scales as J& while k scales as m: 
Rs,,/k = 155 L/&I . 
Tn fact , !lig:her bunch-shape oscillations are cb-crvtd 
and lead to a doubling of the longitudinal emittance. 
Voltage reduction should cure this. 
C'i'L:: A threshold impedance of about 1 MC is 
required for instability. 
a28 
Table 1: Computed parameters for dipole modes of instability 
Machine 
(CEeV) 
sin 6s g c B s/4ws b~~'w fcrit 8 RSO RIO 
(MHz) (kQ) WI I 
PSB 
0.05 12 0.086 5470 2.3 0.78 0.102 0.041 1.9 15.0 15.0 
0.45 12 0.086 3190 3.5 0.51 0.044 0.113 6.9 0 0.068 
0.80 12 0.086 2200 3.9 0.41 0.028 0.150 9.8 0 0.069 
PS 1.0 115 0.73 2500 3.7 0.46 0.117 0.007 9.0 250 250 270 
(1970) 10.0 115 0.73 318 5.5 0.13 0.009 0.017 37.6 0 5.5 
24.0 
27 
115 0.73 237 6.4 0.11 0.006 0.005 43.8 0.51 6.9 32 
PS 10 91.5 0.91 218 5.5 0.16 0.049 0.017 29.4 10 15 
(1972) 
35 
24 89.9 0.93 156 6.4 0.14 0.048 0.006 33.0 11 16 38 
Future 10 94.7 0.88 239 5.5 0.19 0.048 0.069 25.1 0 0.93 4.6 
PS 24 92.4 0.91 170 6.4 0.17 0.048 0.020 28.1 1.5 2.6 6.7 
ISR 10 16 0.05 65 4.8 0.16 0.004 0.011 30.7 0 15 75 
24 16 0.05 58 5.2 0.15 0.004 0.006 32.4 0 16 79 
50 3380 0.77 287 4.6 0.31 0.063 - 321 4200 5000 8000 
SPS 200 3380 0.77 160 6.0 0.21 0.029 - 472 1300 2200 6000 
300 3380 0.77 131 6.4 0.19 0.023 - 526 960 2000 6000 




Table 2: Fixed parameters used for computing Table 1 
Machine No. of particles Bunch area B 
x 10'2 eV*sec mrad Tesla/sec 
PSB 2.5 per ring 0.156 10 0.80 
PS 1.5 0.156 10 1.9 
Future PS 10.0 0.234 15 1.9 
ISR 1.5 0.156 10 0.01 
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